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Aim of the document

Aim of the document
This document describes how to add new devices in a ZigBee network device and how to associate it
to the device site. We are using a software developed by Cleode and devices developed by Cleode,
Smartenit and 4-Noks.
This document describes how to maintain devices which do not submit at the planed frequency.
Audience: person in charge of the ZigBee sensors network of the living lab.
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Glossary
Coordinator: Unit of the network in charge of centralizing the data and submit to the database
server.
Router: Unit of the network in charge of relaying the information to another router or to the
coordinator.
End device: Unit of the network in charge of measuring one or several data like temperature,
humidity, occupancy, luminosity, electric consumption, opening and closing door…)
Device or sensor: Generic term to talk about router or end device.
Cluster: Standard format for exchanging data between devices.
Ex: Relative_Humidity_Measurement cluster allows to submit the percentage of humidity in the air.

1 Add a device to the ZigBee network
This step is done with the authoring tool Cleobee, developed by Cleode http://www.cleode.fr.
Most of the step can be done with the Wibee web site, but we won’t describe it in this document.

1.1 Open association window
First, you must open the association window in order to allow each new device to enter the network.
If you omit this step, new devices won’t be able to join the network.
For doing that, in the Cleobee software:
Open the Tools and click on Open association window…

Figure 1 Open association window…
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Add a device to the ZigBee network
In the window opened, you must set the number of seconds of opening. It is the duration in which
the network will accept new devices. 3600 sec. i.e. 1 hour is the recommandede value.

Figure 2 : Opening duration

Click OK and the network is opened.
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1.2 New device association step
This procedure allows new device to join the opened network.
The procedure varies in function of the manufacturer.
1.2.1 Cleode device association step
Network must be opened.
Start the association step of Cleode devices:
Press the button during 3 seconds then release. (! You must release before the button blink,
otherwise it means you have reset the device see 1.2.2 Cleode devices reset)
For example for a ZLUM

Device is quickly blinking while it is searching an opened network. This lasts between 3 and 10
seconds.
 If the association succeeds, device light on during 2 seconds and light off. Then the device
appears in Cleobee
 If the association fails, device blink slowly twice (0.5 sec on, 0.5 sec off, 0.5 sec on, 0.5 sec
off). In that case, you must retry the association step. If it is failing again, you must try to do a
reset before restarting the association step.
1.2.2 Cleode devices reset
To perform a reset you must press the button until it is lighting on (after 5 seconds pressed down).

Once reset, the association step can be done again.
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Add a device to the ZigBee network
1.2.3 Association step for Smartenit devices ZBHT-2 (Temperature humidity)
The network must be opened.
To start the association step, you must:
 Press the right button once.

 If the association step succeeds, icon
is displayed on the LCD screen.
 If the association step fails, icon is not displayed.
If the association is not working a reset may be done on it before doing another association.

Caution
This device is particular. It can only be parameterized during 1 minute after pressing the right button.
It is done to save battery. If you want to configurate again, you must press the right button then
configure it with the Cleobee software.
1.2.4 Smartenint ZBHT-2 (Temperature humidity) reset
To perform a reset, you must keep pressing both button until the LCD screen blinks (after 5 seconds
pressing down).
Once reset, the association step can be done again.
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2 Devices naming
Once the device is displayed in Cleobee, you must give it an understandable name. By default its
name is the last 4 letters or digits of its MAC address. For example 4A-CE. A good name allows to find
it during maintenance.

2.1 Devices naming convention
You must respect that naming convention:
LOCATION-TYPE-ADDR
(examples : CUI-TH-4EC5 ou BUR2-PRES-A867 ou REU-LUM-E59F)
LOCATION is the room where the device is in. On 3-4 letters in upper case.
TYPE is the type of device 3-4 letters in upper case.
(+ option of 3 lower case letter for precisions. For example for opening/closing sensors we can
specify door (doo) or window (win))
The possibles types are:
 COOR ou UBEE: coordinator
 LUM: Luminosity sensor
 OF doo: Opening closing door (1=ouvert, 0=fermé)
 OF win: Opening closing window (1=ouvert, 0=fermé)
 PLU: Plug (they are used as router too)
 PLUb: Plug Boost (servent de routeur pour le réseau ZigBee). They emit farther than normal
ones
 MOV: Occupancy sensor
 TH: Temperature, humidity sensor
 T: Simple temperature.
ADDR the last 4 digits of the IEEE address of the device. This is the device default name.
The naming convention must be respected in order to automatize treatment and to know where the
device are.
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2.2 Naming device in Cleobee
In order to rename device in Cleobee
 Right click -> Properties on the device to rename.

Figure 3: Retrouver l'adresse IEEE d'un device. En vert l'adresse IEEE. En bleu le nom respectant la norme.






In green, IEEE address.
In blue, the name following the naming convention.
Tick the Sync box.
Press OK to validate the new name.
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3 Create binding (link) in Cleobee
This step allows to parameterize data type to get on the added device.
Go in the Edition menu and click on the Binding… (or press CTRL+B).
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Create binding (link) in Cleobee
Click on Add
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Create binding (link) in Cleobee
On the screen below:

Choose information type to report in the list called Cluster (in green). Clusters details are in the next
paragraph.
Choose the device which must send data (in blue)
Choose the coordinator which receives the data (in purple). By default, the good value is selected.
Press OK.

3.1 Cluster details for each device
For setting bindings, it is necessary to choose cluster(s) for each device. The list of clusters is below:
Device short name
Data available
Cluster name in Cleobee
Occupancy sensing
Occupancy_Sensing
ZMOVE
Luminosity
Illuminance_Measurement
ZLUM
Door or window opening / closing
IAS_Zone
ZDOOR
Instantaneous consumption
Simple_Metering
ZPLUG
Cumulated consumption
(It is the same for both data)
Temperature
Temperature_Measurement
ZBHT-2
Humidity
Relative_Humidity_Measurement
Battery remaining.
Power_configuration
ALL DEVICE
Regarding this table, it is necessary to create 2 bindings for each temperature humidity sensor
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4 Submission frequency setting for each data (cluster)
This step allows to set the data frequency submission for each sensor.
For each data, you must set:
 The minimum submission interval (we recommend 180 seconds = 3 minutes)
 The maximum submission interval (we recommend 1800 seconds = 30 minutes)
 Reportable change (the recommendation is sensor dependant)
For example for the temperature:
Minimal interval = 180 sec
Maximal interval = 1800 sec
Reportable change = 0,3°C
At t0 a 20°C temperature is sent by the sensor.
At t0+300 (5 minutes after), a 20,1°C temperature is measured, sensor does not send anything
because change is 20,1 – 20 = 0,1°C.
At t0+1000, a 20,5°C temperature is measured, therefore the temperature is sent once again since
the reportable change is passed over (20,5 – 20 = 0,5°C).
The chapter below explain how to access the reportable change for each sensor type.

4.1 ZLUM
In Cleobee,
Double-click the ZLum
Double-click In – Illuminance_Measurement
Click on
icon
Set the parameters below:
 Min 600
 Max 1800
 Reportable change 100

100
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4.2 ZPLUG
In Cleobee,
Double-click the ZPlug
Double-click In – Simple_Metering
In the Summation tab(= cumulated consumption), click
Set the parameters below:
 Min 120
 Max 1800
 Reportable change 1

icon

Do the dame for Historical tab (= instantaneous consumption)
Set the parameters below:
 Min 120
 Max 1800
 Reportable change 2

4.3 ZBHT-2 ou ZHUM

Caution
ZBHT-2 is particular. It can only be parameterized during 1 minute after pressing the right button. It is
done to save battery. If you want to configurate again, you must press the right button then
configure it with the Cleobee software.
In Cleobee,
Double-click the ZBHT-2 (or ZHUM)
Double-click In – Temperature_Measurement
Click on
icon
Set the parameters below:
 Min 180
 Max 1800
 Reportable change 0,2
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Do the same for the Relative_Humidity_Measurement cluster.
Set the parameters below:
 Min 180
 Max 1800
 Reportable change 2%

4.4 ZDOOR
No parameter can be set for this device.

4.5 ZMOVE
In Cleobee,
Double-click the ZMove
Double-click In – Occupancy_Sensing
Set the parameter PIR occupied to unoccupied (in sec) = 60.
This parameter specifies how long the sensor must wait before considering nobody is detected.
Then click on
icon
Set the parameters below:
 Min 180
 Max 1800
 Reportable change (leave empty)
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5 Declare device in the device web site
This step allows you to add the device in the device site, then place it on a map. This operation must
be done just once by device. If a device is reset, you don’t need to perform this step again.

5.1 Create device in the device site
For each device added in Cleode, you must declare it in the device site with the clusters to follow.
Log into the site.
Go in Administrator > Device > Add

Select the device to declare in the device site
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Declare device in the device web site
You see this screen:
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Declare device in the device web site
The Main information area (surrounded by purple) is automatically filled with the data added in
Cleobee.
The Secondary informations area (surrounded by blue), allows to define the type of device
Coordinator = device getting all datas to store in the database.
Router = Plug a network relay.
Sensor = all other devices
2 cases are possible:
 The type of device exists (ZPLUG, ZLUM, ZMOVE….)
 The type of device is not existing. In this case, choose the New information option. Then
enter information asked. Put a photo representing the device type allowing to recongise it
for adding other type of device like this one. You must fill the colour to use for that type of
device. The colour will be used on the map to represent this type of device.

Recommended colours for devices are:
 Coordinateur = BROWN
 ZPlug = GREEN
 ZLUM = ORANGE OR YELLOW
 ZDOOR = GREY or BLACK
 ZBHT = BLUE
 ZMOVE = RED
In the Clusters area (surrounded by green), select the device’s cluster(s) to declare. The cluster list is
available in chapter 3.1 Cluster details for each device.
Click on Add.
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Next screen is this one

Choose the map the device is displayed on.
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5.2 Add the device on the map
In the Map admin page
Click on the + button

Choose the device to add

Click on the map to place the device.
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6 Devices maintenance
6.1 Check all devices regularly submit
Go on the Technician page to see this page

In green, device which last submission is below 65 minutes.
In yellow, device which last submission is over 65 minutes.
The value 65 minutes can be changed in the field Change timeout.

6.2 What can I do when a device does not regularly submit?
For each device in yellow on the page, you must check in that order:
1. In Cleobee, check the device appears.
If not, please do the process for adding the device. See chapter New device association step.
To sum up the process:
 Open association window.
 Do the association process on the device (press 3 seconds then release).
 If the association fails, do a reset (press 5 seconds) then do an association process.
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2. In Cleobee, check the binding (link) is done between the device and the coordinator
See chapter Create binding (link) in Cleobee.
3. In Cleobee, check the frequency submission is between 180 seconds et 1800 seconds.
See chapter Submission frequency setting for each data (cluster).
If problem still occurs, contact someone from CESI.
Once checking done, you must wait some minutes to the device to submit again. This can take up to
30 minutes.

6.3 What can I do if the previous procedure does not work?
This chapter contains our Cleode partners email for each kind of issue.
6.3.1 Check the connection between Cleobee, the coordinator and the network
If Cleobee is remotely connected to the coordinator, it means that the communication link is working
(tunnels SSH). If the link is broken, an alert is shown to tell it to you, then Cleobee is closed.
To be more precise there are 3 communication links:
 TCP connection betwwen CleoBee remote and Wibee service.
 Serial communication (tty…) between Wibee service and the UBEE (= coordinator).
 ZigBee communication between UBEE and other devices.
To check communication between CleoBee remote and Wibee service,
We can read the Wibee version in Cleobee with the menu « Wibee/Wibee version »
To check Serial communication (tty…) between Wibee service and the UBEE (= coordinator),
You can try reading UBEE’s basic attributes.
To check ZigBee communication between UBEE and other devices,
You can try reading any device’s basic attributes.
6.3.2 Linux installation dependencies
To update dependencies of the Apache2, MySql and PHP run this command.
sudo apt-get –f install

6.3.3

Process to make a previously accepted device enter the network whereas it is not
appearing in Cleobee
When running Cleobee of a device does not appear anymore or a device that can’t be reached in a
normal functioning, try doin this
For a router (plug), unplug wait 3 seconds, plug it again.
 If it was associated to the network, it lights on for 2 seconds, and emits a device_announce.
The Wibee service will discover it again.
 If it was not associated, it blinks twice.
For an end-device, remove the battery wait 3 seconds, put back the battery.
 If it was associated to the network, it lights on for 2 seconds, and emits a device_announce.
The Wibee service will discover it again.
 If it was not associated, it blinks twice
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In the events table inside the database, you should see a new entry (event : 2=update, reason :
1=announce) if the device_announce reached the UBEE.
id no_device event reason date_time
---------------------------------------------------------------xx
xx
2
1
xxxxx

6.4 The Cleobee remote connexion is refused because the 8590 port is
busy
Connect in SSH to the Linux server. Run the command
fuser 8590/tcp

Returns the processes that hold the port.
kill [process id]

The process is killed and you can use Cleobee remote again.

6.5 Reconnexion attempt for a device which has lost the network
Devices on battery with a dateCode < 14/02/2014 are trying every 15 minutes.
Devices on battery with a dateCode >= 14/02/2014 have an better algorithm
Attempt number
Delay between each attempt
1
15 mn
2
15 mn
3
15 mn
4
15 mn
5
30 mn
6
60 mn
7
120 mn
8
240 mn
9
480 mn
10
960 mn
>10
Stop
For routers, they try every minute if they are not associated.

6.6 Table events id detail
In the event table there are 2 columns event and reason. When the event is 2, reason values are:
1 Announce
2 Discover
3 Update
4 binding
5 binding answer
6 parent changing
7 child changing
8 Leave network
9 reset ubee
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10 ubee removed
11 ubee stop
12 naming changement
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7 Removing a device
For removing a device you must the inverse procedure:
1. Remove the device from the device site.
2. Remove the device from Cleobee
3. Remove the device battery.
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